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On January 13, L999 Adnan left school and went to lay's house. Unclear about what time he
was specifrcally there. @ 10:15 a.m. - 1:13 p.m. (was in school at l:13 p.m. because Mrs.
Stucþ printed out his recommendation letter).

Iay had Adnan's car. Iay needed the car because Stephanie would not lend the car to him
Jay took Adnan's car during 3rd period.
Jay was to pick up Adnan after trackpractice.

Iay was jealous of Adnan and Stephanie. He saw pictures of them in wallet a couple of days
before. Iay and Stqhanie wer€ a couple. Adnan and Stephanie were Prom Prince and Prom
Princess 1998 - Ir. Prom 4/25198, Adnan refers to St€phanie as "one of his boys". Hs was
friends with Jay throrgh Stephanie and spent time together when they wanted to "smoke up".
**Possible discrepancy as to wh¿tlt¿r Adnan stated Hae or Jay were gotng to pick up Adnnn**
On January 13, 1999, Police Offrcer Adcock of the Baltimore County Police Department
spoke to Adnan. His report indicated Adnan advised the officer that I-ee was supposed to give
him a ride home after school but Adnan was nrnning late. Adnan felt that l-ee probably left
afær waiting a while. On February l, L999 Officer O'Shea questioned Adnan regarding the
conversation he had on the 13th with Officer Adcock. Adnan said that the information Officer
Adcock relayed that Hae was waiting for Adnan to give Adnan a ride home was incorrect
because Adnan drives his own ca¡ to school.

STATAVIENT OF PROBABLE CAUSE
Interviewed several people regarding the death of Hae Min l^ee. Indicated defendant strangled
victim to death and butied remains within Iæakin Pa¡k. Witness anonymous until trial.

MOTION IN LIMI¡IE
Unindicted accessory after the fact made statements regarding this offense. Intends to call this
witness at trial.

AIT'IDAVIT IN SUPFORT OF SEARCH AIrID SEIZIIRE IVARRANT - Premises
March 15, 1999 - Det. MacGillivary and Det. Ritz interviewed witness re homicide of Hae.
rü[itness indicated that on Jan. 13, 1999 he met Adnan at location specified by Syed. Syed was

